Five reasons why data on compassionate use of remdesivir deserved publication (and are worth reading)
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With the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic and the exponential increase in deaths worldwide, the demand for new clinical evidence on the treatment of the infection has become increasingly pressing. Several candidates are possible for the treatment of COVID-19 and they are often used in patients despite the absence of hard clinical evidence. Among the various candidates, remdesivir, a drug originally proposed by the American company Gilead as a treatment for Ebola, is one of those considered “most promising”, based on evidence of efficacy from in vitro data and animal models [1, 2]. Although pre-clinical data are still scarce and results from clinical trials currently underway are awaited, the drug has been and is still used in many patients for the treatment of forms of COVID-19 of differing severity, as part of compassionate use or expanded access programmes. Despite these premises, the recent publication in a prestigious journal of the first case-series of COVID-19 patients treated with remdesivir under a compassionate use programme has been welcomed with considerable scepticism, if not open hostility [3].

A tour of social networks, which during this pandemic have become one of the most used and fastest source of opinions from the scientific community, reveals opinions against the article ranging from futility (data would be useless without a control arm and should not have been published) to more or less veiled accusations of an attempt to confuse reality to favour the subsequent stages of commercial development of the drug. As I share only in part most of the criticisms (declaration of conflict of interest: I am among the co-authors of the article, although my contribution in drafting the final version of the paper was negligible – or neglected), I tried to briefly list the five reasons why I believe that the data from these programmes should not be made public or published in medical journals, because they are not easy to interpret owing to the lack of a control arm. This argument is very hard for me to understand. How can we find it acceptable to use a drug in humans on the basis of scarce in vitro evidence and without any single published evidence of its clinical efficacy, and then reject the idea that the first available clinical information should be publicly available? It is out of my scope (and it would be pleonastic) to explain why all clinical data on experimental drugs should be reported, but I just want to mention the fact that the publication of these results adds valuable information (safety, point estimates of mortality and clinical improvement) in a field where such information is lacking. In addition, it makes the data widely available to the scientific community and reusable in future research. Hopefully, it is also the base for demanding the company to share publicly the whole dataset (unfortunately, I had not myself the chance to see the raw data), according to journal policy [4].

1. Something is better than nothing.

Although nobody questioned the legitimacy of using remdesivir in compassionate use programmes, particularly in patients with life-threatening conditions where no other comparable treatment options are available, some seem to believe that the data from these programmes should not be made public or published in medical journals, because they are not easy to interpret owing to the lack of a control arm. This argument is very hard for me to understand. How can we find it acceptable to use a drug in humans on the basis of scarce in vitro evidence and without any single published evidence of its clinical efficacy, and then reject the idea that the first available clinical information should be publicly available? It is out of my scope (and it would be pleonastic) to explain why all clinical data on experimental drugs should be reported, but I just want to mention the fact that the publication of these results adds valuable information (safety, point estimates of mortality and clinical improvement) in a field where such information is lacking. In addition, it makes the data widely available to the scientific community and reusable in future research. Hopefully, it is also the base for demanding the company to share publicly the whole dataset (unfortunately, I had not myself the chance to see the raw data), according to journal policy [4].

2. Scientific papers are not primarily meant for the public, but for the healthcare and research professionals.

Although I share the fear that, under the pressure of a frightened public opinion, mainstream journals, people on social media or even government representatives can overinterpret the real meaning of the data on remdesivir efficacy, this is not a good argument against the publication of “difficult-to-interpret” results. The risk of misinterpretation is around the corner for every article, if we think that academic articles are rarely read in their entirety by health professionals themselves. Nonetheless, explaining research to the public is a step distinct from the decision to publish it. By the way, if the concern is that publication of inconclusive results can influence decisions of clinicians beyond their real value, we should also worry about the fact that “pathogenic models”, with eye-catching figures, have been incorporated as such into the decision processes of many colleagues dealing with COVID-19, without waiting for data to confirm them [5].

3. Research is not just a matter of randomisation or comparison with a control arm.
Particularly when dealing with new pathogenic entities, severe conditions or rapidly evolving fields, case series can influence clinical practice as much as properly conducted trials. This is a fact. Case series have contributed to the advancement of medicine in many ways, encompassing the discovery of new conditions and the description of their course [6], the recognition of previously unreported side-effects [7] or even the validation of effective treatments [8]. Is there any randomised controlled trial demonstrating the efficacy of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) for acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [9]? Nonetheless, as of today, a dozen patients with COVID-19 are being treated or have been treated with ECMO in the intensive care unit of my hospital and I am eager to see the results of these treatments being published. We are all familiar with the metaphor of the “pyramid of scientific evidence”, with randomised controlled trials and systematic reviews on its top. But how can a top sustain itself without the basement? Finally, the epidemic of HIV/AIDS in the late eighties and nineties have taught us that waiting for randomised control trials results is not always feasible, advisable or ethically acceptable. This does not mean, in any way, that randomised trials cannot or should not be conducted during a public emergency such as the SARSCoV-2 pandemic, but that it means we should expect also comparisons between observational data and historical cohorts. How this historical cohort should be constructed and how we should watch over the way data are obtained and used, is, in my opinion, one of the most important topics of the future.

4. Publication of data from a compassionate use programme DOES NOT undermine properly conducted randomised controlled trial data.

Randomised controlled trials of remdesivir are currently underway and there is no evidence from this or any other observational study that could cause them to be halted or modified. Conversely, given the difficulties of enrolment experienced in the Chinese trials that ultimately led to their discontinuation, publication of the results of compassionate use was timely and needful. Nonetheless, the presented data are incomplete, as they report the outcome of a minority of patients enrolled in the compassionate use programme (just about 60 out of a few hundreds, I guess) and reported no data on virological outcome, which, at least theoretically, should have been collected. It is advisable that Gilead will continue to share updates on this cohort of patients.

5. The case series includes patients very different from those enrolled in randomised controlled trials.

Something that has not been underlined enough is that 65% of the patients in the study were mechanically ventilated. To the best of my knowledge, there are no randomised controlled trials on remdesivir including patients in this condition. One of the Chinese trials that were halted was supposed to include patients with “severe COVID-19” (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT04257656). However, the definition of “severe” was very broad (SaO2/SPO2 <94% on room air or PaO2/FiO2 ratio <300 mg Hg). Everybody who has dealt with COVID-19 knows that this condition is pretty common in those with pneumonia and does not identify those with severe disease (with ARDS or pre-ARDS). Similarly, studies currently underway are either focused on patients without hypoxaemia (NCT04292730), who barely require hospitalisation or medical follow-up, in my experience, or specifically exclude patients requiring mechanical ventilation (NCT04292899). Hence, information regarding the role of remdesivir in patients in the intensive care unit is very unlikely to come from randomised controlled trials in the short term (and maybe never will).

In summary, I do not think that any new evidence should be regarded with suspicion or criticism, in this phase. I understand that the fear of the unknown is so alien to the scientific way of thinking that we may be tempted to turn it into something else we know better, such as the fear of “pure science contamination” or even of scientific misconduct. Nonetheless, if the best evidence we have does not meet our ideal standards and this leads us to ignore the only data we have, maybe it is our standards that should be revised, at least temporarily. We should get used to thinking that we have to do what we know or we think useful and, in the meantime, practice science and medicine with reasonable prudence but without the illusion of omniscience and omnipotence, perched in a ivory tower.
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